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government and the putting into effect of a socialist planned economy are
essential. 1n particular， as regards Mrican unity， so long as Africa remains
split up into a large number of small nations how can Africa 0町er effective
resistance to a great monopoly whose annual budget is greater than that of
an Mrican statξ? The elem悲nt of time is important. At a time when in
addition to the 立ations alrとady involved the powerful n君。-colonial force rep
resented by America is continuing to make headway， Mrica must not spend
its time in vain. 1f action is taken before the right time the dìfficulties wi1l
only be that much increased. The economies whìch can be nurtured taking
the small state as the unit will be unable to support themselves， but a plarト
ned economy and division of labour on the Continental scale promise Africa's
pro器perity・ Regarding the other advantages attaching to African unity de
tailed discussion is to be found in the author's other works (for example， in
AJrica Must Unite)， but thisおrepeated in the bo北側der review.
The overcoming of neo-colonialism is necessary not only for the under帽
developed countríes of Mrica. Since it is only when neo-colonialism has
b怒号n abolished that mankind wi1l be able to grapple with the dissolution of
the danger of world war and the question of world poverty， Nkrumah main欄
tains that this is a task which must be fulfilled by the p記ople of the whole
world. CKeisuke Tanimoto)

GEORGE ROSEN， D捌ocraりand Economic Change in lndia， Berkeley
and Los Angeles， University of California Press， 1966， xviii+326pp.
This voluminous work is the outcome of George 及。sen's ten years' re柵
search work on 1立dia，出ree years of which he spent in th拭country. Several
years ago he completed a book on industrial change in 1ndia， and since then
he has been widely 閃garded as an established research worker on the econom欄
ic development of 1ndia. 1n this book， however， he has made an extensive
use not only of the existing data on 1ndian economics， but of the written
materials concerning the various邸pects of 1ndia's political and social struc愉
ture and change， and has tried to construct a comprehensive picture of the
proc鈴s of change takíng place in 1ndia. Therefore， in a wa y， one can take
t話s work as an agg沈静総of social scientific res悲arch告s made so far on 1ndia，
both in and outsid悲 thatむountry.
What the author has tried to do through this laborious work is to e器tablish
the relationship in 1ndia between politics and economiむs， or m官官spedfically，
“between the political environment and economÌc development" (p. v五)，
certainly an absorbing and challenging subject to any student of social sci嗣
ences.
Another characteristic of this book is that Ros巴n has tried to combine his
res君arches with a presentation of， or at least a set of proposals on， United
States policy toward 1ndia. This strong consciousn偲s of the policy implica
tions of hìs work would be understandable， sinc記 he h酪been with the RAND
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Corporation for some time， and tms book has in fact been comp1eted 部 part
of Ìts research programme for the Office of th壱 Assistant Secretary of D奴fense，
Internationa1 Security Affairs. One would see， perhaps betwe窓口 the lines，
some of the theoretica1 basis for the recent U. S. policy toward India.
Although thξ narration Ìs for the most part up to the end of 1 964， the
author has seen to it that some of 哉君most important ev叩ts since then have
been incorporated in the book. This is probably t恥first comprehensiv悲
treatment of India's development， and has unquestionably attained the present
day levels of international r訪問rches on India.
Going into the details， the book consists of seven parts. Part 1 is an
Introduction， giving a brief framework of the book. In Part 11， India At
Independence， Ro器en identifìes the various caste and class groups which
existed in India at the time of Inde伊ndence， emphasizing the caste elements
in rural India and class elements in urban India. “To identify and under網
stand the position of the major grou{:怒in Indian society at Independence，
major emphasís will be placed on caste grou伊modifìed by class elements in
rural India， and on c Iass groups modifìed by caste elements in urban India."
(p. 15) The idea is to consíder India at that time as in equilibrium， as a
static system， into which changes are to be introduζed later， and there follows
a description of tho器e various groups thus identifìed. (1ま お theory of the social
system is presented in Appendíx A to tms book.)
Although the relatíve emph加is Rosen gives to the caste and class ele
ments 喜怒号ms to be a widely accepted one， the present reviewer h出 somε
doubt conceming its validity. Certainly the伺ste does play aJmost a decisive
role in the socio.臨ritual life in India even today. 荘。wever， would it be wrong
to say that for some time by now， even in rural India， there has been an
increasing discrepancy between th思caste and the cl締罰制pects， that man's
economic position is more and mor記determined by the class element more
or less independently of the caste element， and that in this sense the c部te is
beco胎ing mor巴of a shadow as distinct from the reality? Tables 1 and 2
(pp. 28-29)， summarizing the numbers and positions of four major c邸te group“
ings in ruraJ India， and relating these ca器te groupings to rural occupations
for the period 1952寸 954， seem to show， rather contrary to what Rosen ex
plains there， that the above-mentioned discrepancy had already advanced to
a very great ext号nt. It may be m合ntioned in this context that it is difficult
to understand why Rosen has entirely skipped over the problem of land
rel拭ionsmps wmle he depicts the classes in rural India. He certainl y classト
fies the rural population in terms of oper拭ed size of holdings， but it appears
that the relationship concerning the land ownersmp and tenure， and not the
simple operational size of holdings， should have been taken as the axis in
defìning the rural classes.
Part 111 analyses Political Change in India since Independence， and，
together with Part IV on economic change， forms the cξntral part of the book.
He代及。sen stresses that， partly due to the introduction of universal suffrage，
there has been som巴smft of political power from urban to rural group晋，
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thξrole of the caste has become gTeater， and， together with the gain in the
pow芭r of the private business groups， “new coalitions もも官e formed betweεn
rural groups that controlled votes and urban groups that controlled re叩urces
for elections.昨年. 70) While this reviewer agrees wíth Rosen that "The lndi
ans are very conscious of an indívidual's membership in a group and are
skeptical of his actions apart from thξgroup. . . " (p. 87)， he doubts whether
the role of the caste has really become greater.

True， in the present political

context of lndia， caste or communal factor昌see悶to play a great role;

but

is it not so that ver y often these factors are made much use of and mobilized
politically to conceaI the real issues which should be understood primaril y in
teロns

of

class element?

及。sen's

examined more closely in this light.

concept of “new coalitions" should be
The new rural élite groups and theÎr

influence should be analyzed on the basis of their‘ economic strength fìrst，
and not their caste background.

Rosen込reference to the class backgrounds

of the panchayat members in some States (p. 96) are illuminating in this
regard.
Part IV， entitled Economic Policy And Achievemel1t， 1947-1962， is mainly
d悲voted to assωsing the economic gains or loss合s of the various class or caste
and communal groups identifìed in Part II as the consequence of more than
a decade of economic change.

Rosen says that“From the theoretical analysis

it would be expected that the問would be some relationship between the
shifts in political power over the period and the distribution of economic
gainsプ(p. 154) His analysis shows that in thε rural sector，

“It is probable

that the peasants with medium-sÌzed landholdings have gained the most..."
(p. 154)， while in the urban sector， "entrepreneurs， professional people and
management groups" (p. 155) have done so.
the conclusions one just expected.

One might think th拭these are

But Rosen's laborious effort to reach

statisticall y elaborate conむlusions， especially in Chaps.

8 and 9， is very inter

esting to have a close look at， although data are often scanty al1d therefore
Rosen sometimes introduces arbitrary figures.

Rosen's analysis concerning

the rural sector is uItímately pre器εnted in Table 20 (p. 172).

On this b部IS

he concludes， after introducing some qualifìcations， that “The gains would
thus be concentrated among the landholders of 15 to 30 acres." (p骨173)
Turning to the urban side， his analysis of the entrepreneurial profìts is quite
interesting and valuable. (pp. 179-182) Reflecting the sharply upward trend
in these profìts， it is shown thatへ. .almost all the per capita money income
gains (among the urban high income groups) have been achieved in private
industry." (p. 186) The validity of Rosen's conclusions on the urban factory
workers is， to the reviewer， somewh低questionable.

He says， on the b部is of

the assumption that their real wages went up during the fìrst plan， th告n
went down during the second plan， but showed some overaIl increase over
the whole decade， th拭next to the upper-income middIe class groups， they
have also gained from the dev巴lopment.

The reviewer wonders if 也君factory

wor註芭rs have really gained under such circumstances， although， technically
speaking， the term gain is properly used (the twin concepts of gain and loss
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are a1so given in Appendix A).

The above-mentionεd data show that the

factOIγ workers have apparently 1部t already during the second ha1f of the
decade， and such has become a definite trend afterwards; during the third
p1an the trend has been sharp1y stressed. すherefore， the reviewer fee1s that
some of 1支部合n's conclusions on the gains and 10おお， at 1east those on the
workers， be modified if the author‘s primary preoccupations are with the
“思ore underlying trends in the lndian society and economy...." (p. xi)
The 1ast chapter (Chap. 10) in Part lV examines the gains and 10s品目s 1n
terms of caste and communa1 groups. 百ere， ana1ysis is practicallyおnpossible
since the data ∞this subject are lacking as Rosen himself has virtually
admitted.

Moreover， such an analysis would be large1y meaning1ess since

the gains or losses hav悲 Oむcurred primarily on the basis of the economic posふ
tion.

Considerations along the caste and communa1 line have only additiona1，

not primary， meaning in the ana1ysis. (lt is natura1 that this chapter on
caste and communal gai邸should fo11ow the two chapters on class gains and
losses.)
one.

The case with the business communities seems to be an exceがional
Here certainly Rosen seems to make a case for himself， drawing on

the works by R. K. Hazari and presenting such an interesti碍悲nough subject
as the Marwaris.

But there is a great deal of class differentiation among

those communities， and although they often appear to b日 unified grou p志急 it

is highly questionable to treat them as such. The Marwaris outside Raj総than，
particularly those in Calcutta， may be one of the foremost groups in lndia
in this sense.

Therefore， it seems advisable to distinguish those dominant

gr刀ups within the busin俗s communities， and to treat them as a distinct class，
not as a part of the middle-class groups，部Rosen does.
It would not b悲 too presumptuous to say a word here about Rosen's way
of treating the caste as a central concept， which is also a widely accepted
way.

As his extensive drawing upon the anthropo10gical studies would show，

the caste is essentially an anthropological concept， based upon the implicit
idea of division of labour in a state of equilibrium (ln this sense E. Durk
heim's theory of the division of labour is a sort of a modern version of the
caste theory). As is usually the case with equilibrium theori問Rosen's also
may not be quit e capable of incorporating changes into it.

No wonder that

here the economic problems tend to be treated as being of a more or less
cyclical nature，総 is well shown especially in Part Vラrather than in an insti
tutÎonal way.

Qne恐ight be reminded of the case of so血e Russian thinkers

who， round the turn of the century， firmly believed in the real existence of
the Mir， while under the surface it had been all but undermined by the work
of the economic forces.

Could some resemblance not be seen here?

ln Part V， lndian's Future怠conomic And Political Trends，Rosen studies
the present situation of the lndian economy， after the decade of p1anned
批判10pment， to locate the problems and di飯culties， and proceeds to suggest
the ways of solving them.

For the agricultural sector， among other things，

he suggests that the output of th部e manufactured goods consumed by peasants
be expanded， so th拭there wiIl be increasing flow of resources from agricu1-
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ture to industry. (pp. 224吋225) As for industry， he thinks that the existing
complicated network of controls c関be dismantled by usi時thξ price
mechanism as an allocative device， thus leading to hìgher e鉛ciency in d巴vel・
opment. On the whole， he puts forth the id側of“indic拭ive抑制 against
the present“deta泣ed持planning for India. Part V 告nds with a consid信ration
of the current political situation. Rosen thinks that as far as this economic
stagnation continues， th君役
主 cannot be much hope for th君 continued political
stability in India beyond 1970; and in ord告r to help maintain this stability，
he feels that there is a case for the U. S. to intervene.
Part VI， Conclusions: United States Policy， deals with the broad poHcy
strategies by way of which the U. S. might be able to help India to get out
of the present stagnant economic situation. The author suggests a number of
rather bold policies and says that it would mean“that the United States
become far more deeply involved in Indian planning than it has heretofore."
(p. 268) One is struck at this straightforward proposal for intervention， for it
is nothing more nor less; and also at the fact thatむ. S. recognition of the
crisis in India has come to this height. At th苦S獄ne time， one feεIs that U.S.
determination to maintain political democracy in India i話based upon cool
calculations in terms of the additional U. S. c部ts in c部号 。f India having
alternative forms of government， whether right or left. The present reviewer
cannot but be impressed by the fact that， with this book， the government and
research workers in Asian affairs in t批む.S. have come to entertain common
aims and goals， and that the lattξr have started providing theoretical bases
for the polícy of the former， although the theorizing is still lagging somewhat
behind. Under the pr昔話相t U. S. forξign 子olicy， theorizing may be bound
to be so.
Finally， Rose沿suggests， in Part VII， Epilogue， the possibility of applying
the framework outlined in this book to other developing countries. One
would certainly b君主君滋pted to ask on包self if such app1ic拭ions might not 1問d
to warranting global U. S. in総rvention in t heir home affairs.
〔臨す成滋Y側乱guchi)

DONALD M. Low五 The Functio持ザ“China" in Marx， Lenín， and
Mao， Berkeley and Los Angeles，むniversity of California Press， 1966，
xiv十200pp.
Studies on Maoi甜1 have been centred on thεoriginal formation of Mao's
thought along with his deviation from thε orthodoxy of Marxism and Lenin鳴
おm. Therefor令部tention has been mainly focused on theoretical diffeτences
regarding the basic propositions and revolutionary strategies ofぬch of these
three thinkers. Lowe analyses the position and weight of China in the Marx
ist frar玄関works， from Marx himse汀 to Lenin and Mao， and through this study
he tries to make clear the mode of thinking characteristic in each of them，
thereby to sh号d light on the w合ak points in past studies of Maoist thought.

